


Math 530 ... Exam 3

0) Exam Start Time:

0) MyWSUid and Name:

1) For problem 4 from section 1.1 answer the following:

a) Model the rumor-passing with a graph.

b) Write the adjacency matrix, AG for your graph in part a)

c) If your graph is undirected give the degrees for each vertex. If your graph is directed give the
in-degree and out-degree for each vertex.
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2) Show that the graphs are not isomorphic.

3) Show that the graphs are isomorphic.
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4) If you are told that you have E edges in the Kn complete graph, how many vertices are in the
graph?

5) Is the given graph bipartite? Explain your answer.

6) Is the graph planar? Find K3,3 or K5 configurations if it is nonplaner.
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7) Is the graph planar? Find K3,3 or K5 configurations if it is nonplaner.

8) Does the given graph have an Euler circuit or path? Explain your answer.
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9) When does the complete bipartite graph Km,n have an Euler circuit? When does it have an
Euler path? Explain your answers.

10) Does Dirac’s Theorem apply to the 3D cube Q3? Does it have an Hamilton circuit?
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11) What are the chromatic numbers for the given graphs?

a)

b)
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12) If you have 5 coins and one of the may may be a fake (that could be light or heavy), what is
the minimal uses of a balance scale you would need to determine if you have a fake coin and it’s
weight (light or heavy)? Make a decision tree to find the fake coin and it’s weight (light or heavy).

13) Extra Credit. For the given connected graph build a breadth-first spanning tree starting at
the vertex a.

0) What is the time you ended working on the exam and started scanning it?
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